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Gemini   Explore   -   The   Art   of   Data   Modeling  
 
Overview  

Anyone   with   any   experience   in   data   modeling   of   any   kind   will   understand   the   importance   of  
working   with   reliable,   accurate   datasets,   and   that   the   process   itself   is   extremely   iterative.   The  
purpose   of   this   document   is   to   offer   hands-on   experience   to   explore   the   various   options   and  
methods   on   offer.   If   you   have   not   yet   installed   Gemini   Explore,   please   refer   to   the    Gemini  
Explore   -   User   Guide    for   installation   instructions.  
 
Gemini   Explore    offers   the   ability   to   ingest   data   from   data   sources   such   as;   CSV   files,   Splunk  
searches,   or   SQL   queries.   Aligning   multiple   datasets   takes   an   organized   mind   that   focuses   on  
normalizing   the   required   headers   and   fields   that   can   combine   successfully   in   the   resulting  
model.    Fortunately,   Gemini   Explore   will   normalize   and   de-duplicate   the   data   as   part   of   the  
modeling   process,   so   there   is   no   need   to   perform   time-consuming   data   transformation.   
 
That   said,   it   is   important   to   spend   time   to   consider   how   you   want   the   data   to   combine   on   the  
Explore   canvas,   and   this   itself   could   be   derived   from   the   fundamental   question   of   what   you   are  
looking   for   in   your   data.   If   this   is   an   unknown,   then   just   create   some   models   and   see   how   they  
interact   on   the   Explore   canvas.  
 

 

Data   Modeling   -   Basic   Rules   of   the   Road  

You   will   probably   have   multiple   data   sources   that   you   wish   to   explore   interactively   using    Gemini  
Explore .    During   your   review   of   each   data   source,   familiarise   yourself   with   the   CSV   column  
headers   or   Splunk   field   names,   and   the   data   contained   within.  

‘ Knowing ’   your   data   is   fundamental   to   a   successful   outcome.   Ensure   that   you   understand   what  
actually   makes   up   the   columns   and   fields   from   your   datasets.  

Consider   the   following   general   rules   &   definitions   for   Modeling;  

● Modeling   is   the   process   of   defining    nodes,     relationships ,   and    properties .  
● A   model’s   rules   will   be   applied   to   every   line,   row,   or   event   within   your   data   source.  
● Each    model    should   have   at   least   one    node   category    but   will   need   at   least     two    node  

categories    (source   and   target)   to   include   a    relationship (otherwise   known   as   an   ‘ edge ’).  
● A   ‘ node ’   will   be   created   on   the   canvas   if   at   least   one   of   its    properties    has   a   value   for  

any    given   row.  
● A   ' relationship '   will   be   created   if   both   its    source    and    target    nodes   are   present,  

regardless   of   properties,   and   its    direction    given   as   per   the   model   design.  
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● A   ‘ relationship ’   can   be   bi-directional,   if   defined   in   mutually   opposite   directions   within   two  
models.  

Look   to   create   a   thumbnail   sketch   or   use   a   whiteboard   to   try   and   establish   how   you   want   your  
data   to   look.    This   really   helps   to   establish   what   headers/fields   will   be   required   as   Nodes,   how  
the   key-fields   from   different   data   sources   will   relate(Edges),   and   which   headers/fields   will   make  
useful   supporting   metrics,   ie.   Properties.  

 

Consider   the   following   to   complete   an   effective   Model   using   Gemini   Explore;  

● Which    headers/fields    in   your   dataset   will   become   ‘ nodes ’   on   your   canvas.  
● Which    headers/fields    in   your   dataset   will   be   more   useful   as   ‘ properties ’     of   a   node.  
● Which    Tags    (node   categories)   will   merge   with   other   datasets   bearing   the   same    Tag  

value.  
● Label    values    must    match   the   Splunk   field   /   Database   field   /   CSV   header   names   exactly.  

Use   the   ‘ Set   as   Merge   Key ’   checkbox   to   define   a   ‘ key   field '   value   within   your   dataset  
that   works   in   conjunction   with   ' key   field ’   values   of   other   datasets.  

● Consider   carefully   the    relationships    that   occur   between    nodes .   These   will   be   mapped  
as   ‘ edges ’   and   can   transform   how   your   data   is   represented   on   the   canvas.  

This   is   an   iterative   process,   and   it   may   take   a   couple   of   attempts   for   you   to   establish    nodes ,  
properties    and    edges .    However,   this   is   not   an   issue   as   each    model    can   be   built   and   discarded  
many   times   before   a   final    useful   ‘ Flow ’   is   established.    Here   are   some   more   general   guidance  
rules   to   help   create   the   model;  
 

● Do   not   be   tempted   to   create   too   many    nodes .    Each   additional   node   increases   the  
complexity   and   can   obscure   the   overall   effectiveness   of   the   model.  
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● Consider   adding   a   header/field   as     a    property    rather   than   as   a    node ,   if   it   will   be   more  
useful   as   an   additional   metric   or   detail   that   will   enhance   the    node    itself.  

● Use    Tags    to   categorize   data.   These   will   create   the   ‘ node   categories'    available   at   the  
canvas.  

● Ensure   that   an    edge (relationship)   is   described   accurately,   orientated   correctly,   and  
convention   dictates   it   is   usually   written   in   uppercase,   using   underscores   to   delimit   words  
(ie.   BELONGS_TO)  

 
 

Data   Modeling   Techniques   
In   order   to   explore   the   various   methods   and   options   available   for   modeling   your   data   at   the  
Explore   canvas,   we   have   created   a   couple   of   very   small   CSV   files   based   on   the   neutral   subject  
of    Films    and    Documentaries    that   you   are   free   to   download   and   use   alongside   this   document   if  
desired.  
 
Download   Links:     Films.csv  

         Documentaries.csv  
 
The   table   below   shows   the   first   few   rows   and   headers   from   the    Films.csv ;  

film,male_lead_role,female_lead_role,genre,director,duration,released,gross_dom_inc,gross_int_inc,last_updated  
Groundhog   Day,Bill   Murray,Andie   MacDowell,Comedy,Harold   Ramis,101,1993,"1,000,000","1,000,000",17/12/1995  
Groundhog   Day,Bill   Murray,Andie   MacDowell,Comedy,Harold   Ramis,101,1993,"2,000,000","2,000,000",05/12/2019  
Stripes,Bill   Murray,Sean   Young,Comedy,Ivan   Reitman,126,1981,"750,000","1,500,000",17/12/1995  
Stripes,Bill   Murray,Sean   Young,Comedy,Ivan   Reitman,126,1981,"1,450,000","4,000,000",05/12/2019  

 
 

The   table   below   shows   the   first   few   rows   and   headers   from   the    Documentaries.csv ;  
documentary,male_lead_role,female_lead_role,genre,director,duration,released,gross_dom_inc,gross_int_inc,last_updated  
Springsteen   &   I,Bruce   Springsteen,,Documentary,Ridley   Scott,124,2013,"125,000","432,000",03/04/2018  
Aliens   of   the   Deep,James   Cameron,,Documentary,James   Cameron,100,2005,"65,000","750,000",03/04/2018  
Touching   the   Void,Joe   Simpson,,Documentary,Kevin   McDonald,206,2003,"5,000,000","13,000,000",12/09/2016  

 
Open   the    Sources    dashboard   of    Gemini   Explore ,   and   add   each   CSV   as   a   new    Source.  
 
We   will   now   explore    Model    design   within   Gemini   Explore   and   the   reasons   that   you   would  
choose   one   design   over   another,   and   to   understand   the   effect   that    Properties    have   on   the   end  
result,   and   the   significance   of   using   the   asterisk( * ).  
 

Design   1:   A   good   place   to   start  
In   our   first   example,   we   just   choose   some   useful   headers   from   the   datasets   to   use   as    Nodes  
and    Properties    as   shown   in   the   table   below.   Download   the    Model_Film,    and    Model_Doc  
models     to   your   workstation     using   the   following   links;   
 
Download   Links:      Model_Film  

         Model_Doc  

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/Films.csv
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/Documentaries.csv
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/Model_Film
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/Model_Doc
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Simply   ‘ import’    them   into    Gemini   Explore ,   using   the    Models    dashboard   located   from   the    Data  
Modelling    menu,   or   copy/paste   the   text   below   to   create   the   two   new   models   manually   if  
desired.   They   are   almost   identical   in   design,   with   the   exception   of   the   ‘film’   label,   which   changes  
to   that   of   ‘documentary’   in   the   second   model   to   accurately   reflect   the   CSV   file   headers.  
 
The   contents   of   Model_Film  

creator   "gemini"  
version   "1.0"  
graph   [  
    node   [  
         id   "6pdpz"  
         tags   "Director"  
         label   "director"  
         Movie   "film"  
     ]   
    node   [  
         id   "z8yum7"  
         tags   "Leading_Female"  
         label   "female_lead_role"  
     ]   
    node   [  
         id   "cr27jb"  
         tags   "Leading_Male"  
         label   "male_lead_role"  
     ]   
    node   [  
         id   "sp4j3v"  
         tags   "Movie"  
         label   "film"  
         Genre   "genre"  
         Released   "released"  
         Duration   "duration"  
         Domestic_Inc   "gross_dom_inc"  
         International_Inc   "gross_int_inc"  
         Director   "director"  
         Date_Updated   "last_updated"  
     ]   
    edge   [  
         source   "6pdpz"  
         target   "sp4j3v"  
         label   "DIRECTED"  
         $single   1  
 
     ]  
    edge   [  
         source   "z8yum7"  
         target   "sp4j3v"  
         label   "STARRED_IN"  
         $single   1  
 
     ]  
    edge   [  
         source   "cr27jb"  
         target   "sp4j3v"  
         label   "STARRED_IN"  
         $single   1  
 
     ]  
]  
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The   contents   of   Model_Doc  

creator   "gemini"  
version   "1.0"  
graph   [  
    node   [  
         id   "6pdpz"  
         tags   "Director"  
         label   "director"  
         Movie   "documentary"  
     ]   
    node   [  
         id   "z8yum7"  
         tags   "Leading_Female"  
         label   "female_lead_role"  
     ]   
    node   [  
         id   "cr27jb"  
         tags   "Leading_Male"  
         label   "male_lead_role"  
     ]   
    node   [  
         id   "sp4j3v"  
         tags   "Movie"  
         label   "documentary"  
         Genre   "genre"  
         Released   "released"  
         Duration   "duration"  
         Domestic_Inc   "gross_dom_inc"  
         International_Inc   "gross_int_inc"  
         Director   "director"  
         Date_Updated   "last_updated"  
     ]   
    edge   [  
         source   "6pdpz"  
         target   "sp4j3v"  
         label   "DIRECTED"  
         $single   1  
 
     ]  
    edge   [  
         source   "z8yum7"  
         target   "sp4j3v"  
         label   "STARRED_IN"  
         $single   1  
 
     ]  
    edge   [  
         source   "cr27jb"  
         target   "sp4j3v"  
         label   "STARRED_IN"  
         $single   1  
 
     ]  
]  

 
 
Open   the    Flows    dashboard   in    Gemini   Explore    and   create   two   Flows,   that   link   the   Source   CSV  
to   its   respective   Model.  
 
The   Flows   should   resemble   the   following :  
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The   Film   Flow:  

 

The   Documentary   Flow:  

 

 
Run   both   of   the    Flows    to   bring   a   total   of   15   rows   of   data   into   Gemini   Explore.   
 
At   the    Exploration    dashboard,   Add   the   ‘ Movie ’   node   category   to   the   canvas   to   reveal   the  
following;  

 
 
Feel   free   to   explore   other   Node   Categories   on   the   canvas.  
Icons   for   each   Node   Category   can   be   modified   using   the   ‘Customize   Appearance’   icon   option   to  
the   right   of   the   Tag.  
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Things   to   Note:  

1. Because   we   used   the    Movie     Tag    to   represent   column1   in   both   the    Film    and  
Documentary    tables,   it   has   automatically   grouped   all   films   and   documentaries   together.   

2. The   ‘ Movie ’   and   ‘ Director ’   Nodes   appear   to   be   duplicated   in   some   cases,   yet   the  
Leading_Male ,   and    Leading_Female    nodes   appear   only   once?   

 

Explanation:    Remember   the   rule:   ‘A   ‘ node ’   will   be   created   on   the   canvas   if   at   least   one   of   its  
properties    has   a   value   for    any    given   row ’.   
 

T his   is   what   we   are   observing   here.    Date_Updated    and    Movie    are   both     used   as    Properties  
and   each   time   they   appear   a   new   ‘ node ’   is   created.    When   viewing   the   Movie   nodes,   a  
duplicate   appears   where   the    Date_Updated    property   value   differs,   and   when   viewing  
Directors    a   duplicate   appears   where   the    Movie    property   value   differs.  
 
Some    Leading_Males    appear   in   more   than   one   film,   BUT   crucially,   it   is   NOT   used   as   a  
property,   so   only   appears   once.   

 
 

 
 

Design   2:   Using   the   ‘Merge   key’   Option  
Merging   different   datasets   is   achieved   by   sharing   a   common   ‘ Tag ’,   the   ‘ set   as   merge   key ’  
checkbox   option   can   be   used   to   enforce   a   merge   within   the   same   row   of   the   model.   
 
Note   that   it   is   the   ‘ label ’   value   that   represents   the   actual   field/header   value,   so   this   process   can  
be   used   to   normalize   datasets   via   a   common   ‘ Tag ’,   even   if   they   share   different   field/header  
naming.  
 
This   option   will   also   have   the   effect   of   removing   duplicate   nodes   when   ingested   within   Gemini  
Explore,   as   it   merges   rows   together.  
 
In   this   example,   we   will   modify   our   existing   Models   to   enable   the   use   of   the   ‘ set   as   merge   key ’  
checkbox   option   on   several   of   the   headers.   
 

 
 
From   the    Models    dashboard   of    Gemini   Explore ,   locate   the    Model_Film    and   select   the   ‘ Edit ’  
button   to   modify   as   follows:  

○ Set   the    Movie   Tag    as   a   ‘merge   key’.   
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○ Set   the    Director   Tag    as   a   ‘merge   key’  
○ Set   the    Leading_Male   Tag    as   a   ‘merge   key’  
○ Set   the    Leading_Female   Tag    as   a   ‘merge   key’  

 
Locate   the    Model_Doc    and   select   the   ‘ Edit ’   button   to   modify   as   follows:  
 

○ Set   the    Movie   Tag    as   a   ‘merge   key’.   
○ Set   the    Director   Tag    as   a   ‘merge   key’  
○ Set   the    Leading_Male   Tag    as   a   ‘merge   key’  
○ Set   the    Leading_Female   Tag    as   a   ‘merge   key’  

 
Perform   a   Clean-up   operation:   

Open   the    Destination    dashboard   of   Gemini   Explore,   select   the    Default    destination   and  
select   the    Clean-up    button,   accepting   all   the   prompts.  

 
Re-run   the    Film_Flow    and   the    Documentary_Flow .  

 
Return   to   the    Exploration    Menu,   and   add   the   Movies   back  
 

 
 
Things   to   Note:  

1. The   Movies   have   now   been   merged,   and   only   one   node   exists   for   each   Movie   and  
Director.  

2. But   the   Properties   in   the   Profiler   panel,   do   not   show   multiple   updates   to   the   International  
or   Domestic   income   values,   for   ‘ Updated_Date ’.    What   if   we   need   to   see   those   separate  
updates?  

 

Before   we   address   the   question   in   Note   2   above,   let   us   pause   here   and   look   at   exactly   what   we  
have   achieved   so   far,   by   adding   all   four   Node   Categories   to   the   canvas.    (Press   the   ‘ a ’   key   at  
any   time   to   animate   the   display   to   show   the   strongest   connections   gravitate   towards   each   other)   
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Here   we   can   see   some   interesting   connections   and   interactions   between   Actors,   Movies,   and  
Directors.    For   example,   the   movie    Avatar    links   the   actress    Sigourney   Weaver    to   the   movie  
Alien ,   whose   Director    Ridley   Scott ,   also   directed   the   documentary    Springsteen   and   I .    Or  
the    Aliens   of   the   Deep    documentary   which   had    James   Cameron    as   both   the   Actor   and  
Director.    Two   compelling   examples   made   very   clear   on   the   Gemini   Explore   canvas.  

 
 

 

Design   3:   Introducing   a   new   Node  
Let   us   now   address   the   question   posed   at   the   end   of   the   last   example,   what   if   we   need   to  
increase   complexity?    The   answer   being   -   to   create   more   Nodes   -   and   in   our   case   we   need   to  
add   a   Node   from   the    Date_Updated    header   that   will   address   the   issue   of   multiple   dates   for  
gross   Domestic   and   International   Income   values.   
In   order   to   make   this   addition   we   offer   you   two   options   to   achieve   the   same   result;  
1. Download   and   import   the   following   pre-built   models,   perform   a   Clean-up   operation,   and  

re-create   and   run   the   Flows.  
●    Model_Film_Design3  
●    Model_Doc_Design3  

 
2. Following   the   instructions   below,   modify   each   model   to   include   the   new    Date_Uploaded  

Node,   adding   the   following   as    Properties    to   enhance   result   at   the   Profiler   panel:  
● gross_dom_inc  

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/Model_Film_Design3
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/Model_Doc_Design3
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● gross_int_inc  
● film/documentary  
● last_updated  

 
Notice   that   in   this   model   we   have   added   the    last_updated    field   as   a    Property     and    as   a    Node .  
This   is   done   to   enrich   the   view   at   the   Profiler   panel,   giving   the   user   all   relevant   information   in  
one   place.  
 
From   the    Models    dashboard   of    Gemini   Explore ,   locate   the    Model_Film    and   select   the   ‘ Edit ’  
button.    Use   the   ( + )   button   to   add   a    New   Node :  
 

               Tag:        Date_Updated  
Label:     last_updated  

 
Properties:     Name:    Domestic_inc  

         Value:    Gross_dom_inc  
 

          Name:    International_inc  
          Value:    Gross_int_inc  

 
          Name:    Movie  
          Value:     film  

  

Switch   to   the    Edges    tab,   and   use   the   ( + )   button   to   add   a    New   Edge :  

               Source:     film  
Label:        LAST_UPDATED  

               Target:       last_updated  
 

 

Repeat   this   exercise   to   add   a    Node    and    Edge    to   the    Model_Doc    model,   but   change   the  
‘ Movie’    reference   to   that   of   ‘ documentary’ ,   as   shown   below.  

 

  
 

 

 

Perform   a   Clean-up   operation:   
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Open   the    Destination    dashboard   of   Gemini   Explore,   select   the    Default    destination   and  
select   the    Clean-up    button,   accepting   all   the   prompts.  

 

Re-run   the    Film_Flow    and   the    Documentary_Flow .  
 

Once   the   Models   have   been   modified   and   Gemini   Explore   has   been   refreshed   with   the   latest  
data,   return   to   the    Exploration    dashboard,   clear   the   canvas,   and   add   the    Movie    and   the  
Date_Updated    node   categories   to   the   canvas   to   observe   the   effect   (see   below)  

 
 

By   adding   the   extra   Node,   we   now   have   individual   nodes   representing   multiple   update  
intervals   for   both   Domestic   and   International   Box   Office   takings.  

 
 
 

 
 

Design   4:   Create   a   new   Node   Category   not   present   in   your   data  
 
So   far   we   have   used   existing   fields/headers   within   the   data,   but   we   can   easily   augment   a  
dataset   by   adding   extra    Tags    to   the   data   which   become   new   Node   Categories   on   the   canvas.  
 
In   our   example   dataset,    James   Cameron    fills   both   the    Director    and    Leading_Male    role   in   the  
Aliens   of   the   Deep    documentary.   This   could   also   be   the   case   for   the    Leading_Female    role   of  
course.  
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We   will   create   a   new   node   category   called   ‘ Artist ’   that   will   merge   any   Male   or   Female   lead   roles  
that   correspond   with   the   same   Director.   
 

 

Note   that   by   using   an   asterisk( * )   as   a   ‘prefix’,  
this   signifies   a   ‘ merge   key ’   action.  
 
This   can   be   used   to   merge   with   other  
datasets   that   have   an    ‘Artist ’   field.  
 

 

 
Open   the    Models    dashboard   of    Gemini   Explore ,   locate   the    Model_Film    and   select   the   ‘ Edit ’  
button   to   modify   as   follows;  
 

○ Add   an    *Artist    Tag   to   the    Director    node  
○ Add   an    *Artist    Tag   to   the    Leading_Male    node  
○ Add   an    *Artist    Tag   to   the    Leading_Female    node  

 
Locate   the    Model_Doc    and   repeat   the   additions   made   above.   Select   the   ‘ Edit ’   button   and;  
 

○ Add   an    *Artist    Tag   to   the    Director    node  
○ Add   an    *Artist    Tag   to   the    Leading_Male    node  
○ Add   an    *Artist    Tag   to   the    Leading_Female    node  

 
Perform   a   Clean-up   operation:   

Open   the    Destination    dashboard   of   Gemini   Explore,   select   the    Default    destination   and  
select   the    Clean-up    button,   accepting   all   the   prompts.  

 
Re-run   the    Film_Flow    and   the    Documentary_Flow .  
 

Return   to   the    Exploration    dashboard   in   Gemini   Explore;  
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Use   the    Search   /   Show   box    to   locate:  
  
  Artist:   James   Cameron    
 
Select   the   ‘ Search ’   button   to   add   this   node   to  
the   canvas,   and   double-click.  
 
Continue   to   double-click   respective   nodes   to  
explore   and   discover   more.  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Select   the    Relationship    between    James   Cameron    and    Aliens   of   the   Deep ,   and   observe   that  
the    Profiler    panel   shows   two   relationships;    STARRED_IN    and    DIRECTED .   
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The   Order   of   Running   Flows  
In   a   complex   arrangement   where   several   models   are   being   used   to   combine   different   data  
sources,   a   question   will   arise   as   to   the   order   in   which   to   run   the   Flows.   In   theory,   it   is   not   that  
important,   as   you   can   always   re-run   the   Flows   if   required,   but   here   is   our   recommendation;  
 
Run   Flows   that   have   the   greatest   number   of   dependencies   first.   This   forms   the   backbone   of   the  
model   structure,   into   which   the   remaining   Flows   will   then   populate   with   more   relevant   data  
obtained   by   the   connecting   ‘Label’   values   from   other   data   sources.  
 

 

Additional   Use   Case   examples   
 
Using   an   underlying   Key-field   as   a   control  
 
Databases   generally   contain   many   fields   some   of   which   are   unique   (Key-fields),   and   others   that  
could   potentially   contain   duplicate,   null,   or   ambiguous   values.   The   choice   of   the   correct   field   can  
make   all   the   difference.  
 
In   the   following   example   of   a    Username    node;  
 

● Tag   value:      User   -     chosen   to   create   the    Node   Category    name   that   will   be   visible   on   the  
canvas  

● Label   value:     Username    -   chosen   to   represent   a   database   field   for   the   User,   but   one   that  
could   potentially   contain   a   duplicate,   ie.   two   users   called   ‘Joe   Smith’.  

● Property   value:   User_ID    -   chosen   as   the   ‘ set   as   merge   key ’   value,   as   this   will    always  
be   unique.  
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Duplicate   the   Node   as   a   Property  
When   creating   a   Node,   remember   that   the   Profiler   panel   is   a   great   source   of   additional   data   that  
augments   the   chosen   Node   on   the   canvas.   For   this   reason   it   is   useful   to   include   the   actual   Node  
itself   in   the   Profiler   panel   so   that   the   full   context   can   be   understood.   
 
In   the   following   example,   the    Role   ID    node   has   also   been   made   a    Property    to   enhance   other  
Properties   listed   in   the   Profiler   panel,   now   headed   up   by   the    Role   ID    value   for   context.  

 
 

Use   of   a   Placeholder   Field  
This   is   a   more   complex   issue   but   helps   to   correlate   JDBC/RDBMS   data,   where   there   can   be  
gaps   in   a   dataset.   
 
The   use   of   a   placeholder   field   has   been   created   in   the   following   example   called    Manager   ID ,  
which   will   populate   only   when   it   is   known.   This   value   may   only   be   known   when   another   Flow   is  
run   that   contains   the   value.   In   the   meantime,   it   will   remain   as   a   placeholder.   
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Further   Documentation   &   Support  
The   following   have   been   created   to   educate   in   the   use   of   Gemini   Explore   and   are   available   as  
downloadable   PDF’s   from   or   Support   Portal.  

Gemini   Explore   -   User   Guide  

Gemini   Explore   -   Working   at   the   Explore   Canvas  

To   access   the    Gemini   Support   Portal    that   includes;   Documentation,   Knowledge   Base,   and   a  
Video   Library,   please   visit    https://support.geminidata.com   

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/geminidata-support-cms-media/14606e6a-edf6-4c13-90f7-9a36192a557a/Gemini-Explore---UserGuide.pdf
https://support.geminidata.com/docs/gem-explorer-user-guide-canvas/
https://support.geminidata.com/

